Moleskine cover pattern

All images and designs are copyrighted. Please do not sell either this pattern or items made from it. Thank you.

You will need:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fabric for cover measuring 16” x 9.5”
Fabric for lining measuring 17”
17” x 9.5”
9.5”
Elastic or ponytail holder.
holder.
Rotary cutter and mat and/or scissors
Pins
Iron
1 button
1 Moleskine book – this pattern is designed for the soft back Moleskine cahier
notebooks (5 x 8.25”) but will also fit the standard hardcover notebooks (5 x 8.25”)
snuggly.
snuggly.

1. Cut fabric for cover into two pieces measuring 13.5” x 9.5” and 2.5” x 9.5”.
Cut fabric for lining into two pieces 15” x 9.5” and 2” x 4.5“. The smallest piece will be
used for the pocket. In this picture the blue fabric is the lining and pocket, the grey
floral fabric is the cover.

2. Sewing the cover.
cover
Lay the ponytail holder or elastic half way down the shorter edge of the cover fabric,
making sure that about 1/3rd of the ponytail holder protrudes from the edge.

Pin together 13.5” piece to 2.5” piece, sandwiching the elastic in between the two.

Sew along the edge measuring 9.5” with right sides together using a ¼ “ seam
allowance and backstitching over elastic several times to re-inforce.

3. Press seam open. Front now looks like this;

4. Trim width to exactly 15”.

5. Fold along seamed edge and press. Repeat with non seamed side; folding over 2 ¼”,
wrong sides together.

6. Fold in half, wrong sides together and press to mark center. Put to one side.

7. Making the pocket.
pocket
Take small piece of lining fabric (2” x 4.5”) and starting with the longer edges, press
under ¼” under all four edges. Trim tiny amount from edges to prevent hemmed sides
peeking out.

8. Top stitch across one short edge, using a scant ¼” hem. This will be the top of the pocket.

9. Lay cover flat and open out the pressed sides with right side facing up. Place pocket on
front of cover (i.e. the side that does not have the elastic on it) 1” from bottom edge
and 1” away from marked center. Pin around the sides and bottom, leaving the top
open.
open Stitch around the three pinned sides using a scant ¼” allowance.

10.

Place lining on top right side down.
down Right sides are together. Pin around
circumference, leaving a 3” gap at top center.

11.

Stitch around perimeter, excluding the 3” gap, using a ¼” seam allowance,
reinforcing stitches at beginning and end of opening.

12.

Turn right side out, through opening. Poke out corners. Press opening gap with a
¼” seam to the inside.

13.

Fold over pre-pressed 2 ¼” flaps. Pin flaps closed making sure the lining does not
show through onto the right side of the cover.

14.

Using a scant ¼” seam allowance, stitch along top edge of cover; this will close the
3” opening. Repeat along the bottom edge.

15.

Fold cover in half and press to mark center, using the ponytail holder as guide, sew
on your button.

You’re done!!

